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Introduction:
It does not mean 9/11 is only a day of attack on America, but after this attack, many changes took place in whole world. There are numbers of questions in the mind of people, who belongs to different countries as well as different continents’. They think a lot and try to answer the questions which they think a lot, for instance, how two aero plans can hit the famous building of super power America? How terrorist can defeat the American agencies, was it a dream, it happened really? If it happened really, who are the responsible for it? Was attack on world trade centre preplanned? And who are blood traders? And why they do so? The study will try to find out the answers of such questions and search the identities that are responsible for post 9/11 circumstances. This study will attract the reader to read it and looks upon this movement through the glasses of author.

Review of the documentary:
At the start of movie narrator tells us about the election which took place in 2000. It seems this election was not fair, because there was not a single American Black senator who is willing to caste his vote for Bush. But after the rejection of American Black senators Bush elected as a president of united state America. It seems foolish because it is against the constitution of America; because someone can’t become a president until one black senator cast his vote in favor of nominate president, so election was not free and fair. So the roots of bush were corrupted and he becomes the president of united state America. After the election 2000 people have a lot of expectations to his new government whose president was Bush. They welcome him and praise him at the out side of white house. We can see the play cards upon write some words like that “Lord Save Us”. So we can say that at that time people have a lot of expectation to M.R Bush, but with in first six months of his government he fails to solve the problems of his subjects and impose high taxes on his poor people and led them into hell because people thought that he will take the charge and save us from inflation, corruption, and other evils which took place in the country, they totally forget that the roots of their government itself based upon corruption. And how this kind of Government saves them from evils? During this time period his graph of popularity decreased from 53% to 43%. So after this president of united state America went on vacations to enjoy the beautiful phenomena of nature he utters these words “I love
nature.” When he returns back to his office he meets his step brother and invites him on private dinner, he has some private documents in his hands when M.R Bush received him, after few days of his meeting to his brother there took place a very sad incident, in which two aero plans hit the world trade centre. Due to this incident approximately 3000 people had died and some were hospitalized due to the serious injuries. We can see the elements of death and horror marching every where in America, at that time their noble president was sitting in an elementary school at Florida. In which room he was sitting there written a sentence on black board “Reading makes a country great”.

In the class room he told about the attack twice, by one of his assistance but he pays a little attention to it and sits over there very cool and calm. First plan hit the tower 9:02 and than second one hits the tower at 9:11am and during this time period he saw his watch again and again, this thing shows that some thing wrong which were running through his mind, after this attack people feel horror everywhere, they think that they are not save even at their door step. A lot of questions raised upon this attack and Bush’s government cleverly associate it to Alqaida, and blamed that Alqaida is responsible for the death and destruction of people. And Osama bin laden is the chief of terrorists. So a lot of questions asked about bin laden’s personality, intelligence report clears Osama bin Laden when report presents to a TV anchor. In which every thing was mentioned, when they came and when they went from America, report shows that Ladan’s 24 family members were over there and they left America 2 months ago. After this we come to know about Ladan’s family, American families who were in contact to Ladan’s family accept that they are very friendly people as well as a rich business family, and they have trillion dollars in American banks, so in short this family also the member of Carlyle company which also supports American defense system, and Saudi Arabia is also the big partner of Carlyle company, M.R Bush has also some share in Carlyle company on the other hand both Bush and Ladan’s were partner of oil companies.

All these things remove the mask from the faces of American authority that how they hit a plan to attack on world trade centre and how they succeed in their mission, and how cleverly they associate it to Laden and Alqaida. All these things tell us the purpose of American authority. These aspects tell us how people make the black to white and white to black. On the other hand he does not stop here and attack on Iraq because Iraq supports terrorist and provide weapons, to terrorists and president of Iraq was paying heed to his nuclear program. Under this charge America attacks upon Iraq who never threat America nor disturb a single citizen of America, than why America attack on Iraq. Due to the use of heavy weapons we can see a lot of dead bodies were lying over there and they did not know why America is doing so. Although it shows that due to support Taliban America did it, but some thing different which they did not know. As we know that Iraq has lot of oil in his country and all
economy of Iraq based upon oil, so America wants to conquer Iraq only to get the oil and wants to get the natural sources of Iraq, which would be beneficial for America. So that’s the reason behind claiming Ladan’s family to a terrorist and also attack upon Iraq. So after that he claims that Taliban government in Afghanistan is a real threat for America, so America ruined Afghanistan under this accuse, and all this is because American rulers love the nature, so they wants to conquer all sources which can make America great, but the question arises why America support Taliban against Russia in 1982. Why. So this thing shows that America himself establish this kind of forces to full fill his desire and than kill them cleverly after saying that they are terrorist. so all the history shows that the whole circumstances took place in America, Iraq, and Afghanistan was preplanned and the original script was written in white house.

**Conclusion:**

All these things answer the questions of reader like, who is responsible for destruction which took place in different countries, this study also remove the masks from the faces of blood traders, in appearances they are traders of oil but their reality is none other than blood traders.

These traders are expert to prove a black person to a white and white to a black because they learn in their schools how “reading make a country great”. Their “love for nature” shows that they are the true lover of nature, that’s why they hit a plan of world trade centre and after this attack they killed million innocent people in America, Iraq, and Afghanistan. The only purpose behind a lot of death and destruction is none other then to excess the natural means of those countries like, Oil, Gas etc; it is because of “Americans love for nature.” In short M.R Bush the former president of America and his company is the real culprits of death and destruction, and they deserve the title of “Blood Traders” rather than a president or Oil traders.